Molecular imaging is defined as the visual representation, characterization, and quantification of biological processes at the cellular and subcellular levels within intact living organisms; this can be achieved by various imaging technologies such as nuclear imaging, optical imaging, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), ultrasound imaging, and computed tomography (CT) [1] . Although these modalities are actively used for sensing molecular and cellular processes in preclinical studies, the majority of imaging techniques remain unapplied in the clinical field due to various unresolved issues, such as safety, poor tissue penetration of the imaging signal, and limited sensitivity. So far, nuclear or fusion imaging modalities with the nuclear medicine component are the actively used molecular imaging modalities in the clinical field [1] [2] [3] .
Nuclear imaging has many fundamental principles as molecular imaging. Nuclear medicine imaging has provided molecular information since the early years of imaging technology. In 1951, Dr. Benedict Cassen successfully imaged the thyroid gland with his rectilinear scanner; his imaging principle is still widely used in daily clinical practices to elucidate iodine avidity of benign and malignant thyroid follicular cells. F-18 FDG PET imaging is probably the most well-known clinical molecular imaging technique that can be used to visualize activity of glucose metabolism. The imaging technique is widely used in the oncologic arena as the majority of tumors utilize glucose more actively than normal tissues. High avidity of radioiodine in thyroid follicular cells functions as the tracer for thyroid diseases, while high glucose avidity of tumor functions as F-18 FDG for oncologic disorders. The elucidation of pathophysiology of certain diseases lead to the development of new diagnostic tracers, which in turn shed more light on the disease pathophysiology. This virtuous cycle would aid in uncovering diseases at an early phase and might increase the chance of complete cure by identifying appropriate molecular signatures of diseases.
Nuclear molecular imaging was and still is the leading molecular imaging technology. Although nuclear molecular imaging has distinct advantages over other imaging modalities, it has its own limitations, such as low spatial/temporal resolution and high background signal. Multimodal fusion imaging might be a good strategy to overcome the disadvantages of molecular imaging modalities; PET/CT or PET/MRI is already widely installed and actively used in clinics to provide the best molecular imaging service [4] .
In fact, clinical molecular imaging already plays indispensable roles in optimal patient care, and its diagnostic and theranostic potentials are increasingly recognized through better understanding of disease pathophysiology in combination with rapid advancements of electronic and biologic technologies. Constant contributions of nuclear medicine physicians and nuclear/biological scientists will retain nuclear molecular imaging as the leading clinical imaging technology to visualize hidden molecular events in human studies and link successful ideas from basic preclinical environment to clinical translation [5] . Nuclear Medicine and Molecular Imaging would be the platform for the advancement of nuclear molecular imaging and provide cutting edge information that relates to clinical molecular imaging using nuclear medicine technology.
